Abstract. In this paper, a method to determine the reliability -index of distributed systems is proposed. By the new method, instead of finding jointly probability depending on multiconditions of inequalities one can find probability depending on only one inequality and no requiring to know jointly density function of basic variables. Therefore, it is very favourable for the calculation of the reliability -index of mechanical systems with distributed parameter.
Introduction
In general, mechanical systems are systems with distributed parameters. The distributed parameter system (DPS) herein means a system of which paramaters depend on space and time variables. Some works have either directly or indirectly referred to the reliability of DPS [1, 2, 3, .. . ] .
Reliability of DPS is a probability depending on multi-conditions of inequalities. It is not easy however to modelize DPS by electrical networks, in order to facilitate the reliability computation.
Consequently, to compute the reliability of DPS, we have to consider the problem of the cross, it is a level in multidimensional space of a stochastic process [4] .
Many difficullties are therefore faced. The quality of a system is shown by several characteristic quantities. If the characteristic quantities satisfy a system of conditions of ensure quality, then the considered system is safety.
In the case, we can find state variables u = { ui} from the state equation Lu = q, and quality variables from Mu = v [1] , the reliability of DPS is determined by Ps = Prob where r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 f is space variables,
.. , Xn) -basic random variables, V -the space area occupied by the system, v = {vi} -quality variables.
The probability calculation (1.1) is very difficult. The first, it has not enough basic data for finding jointly density function of basic variables. The second , algorithm to find (1.1) is very complicated .
In this paper, a method to determine reliability index is proposed. The new method is shown that we only find probabilities depending on each inequality, after that select their minimum value. Similarly, for reliability index.
where f3 -reliability index of DPS ,
f3i -reliability index depending on only each ith inequality.
2. Geometric reliability index and safe probability There exists a one to one relation between the probability of failure P 1 and the reliability index /3 [5] .
is the standard normal distribution function .
The reliability index f3 is the shortest distance from the origin of normalized space to failure surface [5, 2] .
Let p(x 1 , x 2 , . .. , xn) be jointly density function of random variables X 1 , X2, ... , Xn and safe condition f (X) 2: 0. The safety probability is
And failure probability is 
Reliability index of DPS
In this section, we will consider the probability (1.1). At first, we study the probability depending on only one condition
From now , we will study on the space of normalized random variables.
Let the mean values of Xi (i = 1, ... , n) be µx; and the standard deviations crx;.
Introduce normalized random variables
According to (3.2) the failure surface f (r, X) = 0 will be transformed into: Fi(r , X') = 0 in the normalized {XI} coordinate system. The corresponding safe condition is
In view of geometry, the inequality (3.3) determines a Gi -domain in { xa space.
We suppose that Gi is a convex domain , filled with the origin of coordinates. Without the loss of generality, we can take an illustration for argument in a two--dimensional case (Fig. 1) , 0' A = ,8 x· 2
Fig.1
The case of several conditions is illustrated on Fig. 2 x' 2 We can find f3i (i = 1, 2, .. . , n) easily by the linearization method or the iteration method [5] , they are the shortest distances from the origin to Gi · Let f3k = min f3i, { i} we will prove that f3k is t he probability index of system. The domain determined by
We clearly see that
According to (2.3), we have:
But according to geometric definition of Reliability index
The proof is completed . The expression (3.5) proves that , for determining reliability index of DPS, we only should find f3i -(i = 1, n).
Generalization
The above result can be generalized for the multidimensional case of random variables. In the cases, the state equation Lu = q has numerical solution only, we can use the proposed method to find f3k by using linearization method [5] .
Example.
Calculate reliability index of circular cylindrical tank of constant thickness h with the lower edge built in; it is filled with a liquid of specific gravity g (ton per m 3 ) (Fig. 3) x Fig. 3 The pressure at the wall is where"( = a 2 h 2 ·
The boundary conditions are:
The deflection and general stress are
Ns -
The bending moment will be maximum at x = 0:
and axial force Nz = 0.
The safe condition is elast ic condition at x = 0 where cr 0 is yield stress. Basic random variables are era, a, £, h. By using the linearization method [5] we can find Ps.
6. Conclusions (3.6) The Determination of Reliability index of DPS is a complex problem. The method presented in this paper has given a simple method for the case of a convex safe domain. Some discussions on the Reliability index are presented in [2, 5, 3] .
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